
Hello, my name is Gregory Allen. 
 
I am a restaurant worker professional who has been in the industry for __ years, 
I am also a member of the Restaurant Opportunities Center of DC. 
 
When the shutdown hit DC back in March, I was laid off from my job and I immediately applied for UI 
benefits that week. My account manager at DOES took 3 weeks to process everything before they 
denied me. I was initially told I was ineligible because I didn’t work for 30 days beforehand, which was 
absurd and not true especially since I had been working in DC for ___ years. In the hospitality industry, 
hours are hard to come by after the new year, and being mentally ill doesn’t help.  After that week, I 
didn’t want to live anymore. It was that depressing. I had to call DOES and be on hold for hours before I 
could talk to anyone. My new job became being on hold. I talked to multiple people about my issue 
and I got multiple responses about why I was denied benefits. Finally I was told that my employers from 
October 2019 to March 2020 didn’t tell the government about my employment with them. Surprise, 
surprise, my restaurant employers' inability to follow DC laws and protocol were the reason I was 
struggling to receive benefits. But even though DOES identified the issue, they still showed no progress 
in actually helping me fix it. 
 
There has been a lack of consistency and transparency from DOES regarding UI during the pandemic. 
There has also been a vast lack of proactive support for workers who have had issues with accessing 
unemployment benefits like myself. 
 
For me, it took from March 16th to the end of May to start getting my benefits, which meant 3 months 
without any income. I never got my benefits from that time and I’m not sure if I’ll be able to ever get 
them because I didn’t file the weekly benefits. I didn’t see why I should file for benefits that I was 
denied. It was so exhausting to be on the phone all day and then file for benefits that you weren’t 
getting for months on end. Weeks on end. Days on end. Calling and not reaching anyone, or calling and 
after being on hold for hours you reach someone and they hang up on you. And never call you back. 
Even though they ask you for your number AND HAVE IT IN FRONT OF THEM! The only reason I got the 
benefits is because I was able to get in touch with Councilmember Silverman and she made sure 
everything was taken care of. I was frustrated that the typical routes available to the public did not help 
me and I’m sure I am not the only person who had this same issue.  
 
In emergencies we have to streamline services and remove barriers to make it easier for people to get 
help, otherwise these agencies and even government officials like Silverman will continue to be 
overwhelmed with individual cases like my own. I can only imagine how many hours and days she spent 
talking to unemployment for specific individual issues instead of using her time more constructively to 
help all of DC. Special shout-out to you Silverman you are a lifesaver.  
 
It’s hard enough to be affected by the pandemic as a laid off restaurant worker with an uncertain future. 
The denial of my benefits was devastating, and it was difficult to keep pressing on to get my issue 
actually resolved. It's hard to ask your family members for money and friends for help when you know 
there is money that is owed to you available, but just impossible to access. Because of these issues with 
Unemployment, my housing and mental health has been affected. I have lost income from those first 3 
months without benefits and now without the extra $600 I am very concerned about what to do next. 
 
Unemployment disproportionately helps poor people, those who work the hardest and see the least 
benefits for their labor. During this pandemic, we have seen the richest Americans increase their wealth 



by half a trillion dollars while tossing "regular folks" $1,200 check and enhanced unemployment benefits 
(but still leaving out thousands of undocumented and cash economy workers). The government seems 
to be more concerned with helping the rich, and making the working class jump through hoops and 
navigate red tape to get bread crumbs. And if we want to talk about issues of theft and crime, wage 
theft is by FAR the biggest theft in America. Workers are given the bare minimum for their labor, while 
profits are siphoned up into the rich, who are barely taxed on their hefty incomes. We have the richest 
man in the world in Adams Morgan, and the city has nothing to show for it, except thousands of 
unemployed workers and expendable essential ones. We need to invest in those who are suffering the 
most right now. We need to expand UI to people who are excluded and get rid of the barriers to 
accessing it for everyone. We need updated and streamlined systems. And we need to increase taxes on 
our wealthy residents so that money can be reallocated to the workers who keep our economy running 
in the first place.  
 


